Influence of situational variables on the U’18 soccer performance analysis

Abstract. Team sports performance analysis usually uses samples of high performance teams and athletes. Those studies, although useful to trainers and players, are hardly applicable on different contexts. The goal of this study was to analyze the effects of the situational variables on the final score and competition in youth soccer. To achieve this, all games from a Spanish regional youth soccer league (n=132) were analyzed. Linear regressions were used to check the influence of situational variables (score difference; final league standings; match location; scoring first; cards; substitutions; quality of opponent and field surface) on the outcome of the game, final team standings and game location. Results show the importance that the match location, scoring first, rival team quality, substitutions and cards have on the match’s outcome, meanwhile the linear regression highlights the effect of scoring first, rival team quality, and substitutions on the final team standings.
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Introduction

Studies that analyze the technical and tactical performance indicators on invasion sports, use, in terms of sports and competitions, high quality samples preferably (García-Rubio, Gómez, Lago-Perlas, & Ibáñez, 2015; Liu, Gómez, Gonzalves, & Sampaio, 2015). These studies, based on performance analysis, highlighted the importance of identifying the sport’s critical events in order to get better results (Gómez, Gómez-Lopez, Lago, & Sampaio, 2012). Male athletes and teams are used frequently as sample, and the studies that analyze performance indicators on women or young sportmen are scarce. The results, while being essential for each sport, when transferred to different level populations, age, or gender, only have a limited application. There are just a few studies that analyze these indicators on training sportmen samples (García, Ibáñez, Feu, Cañadas, & Parejo, 2009; Lorenzo, Gómez, Ortega, Ibáñez, & Sampaio, 2015), and there are more focused on the empirical (physiological, psychological, and sociocultural) aspects (Gómez, Lorenzo, Ibáñez, & Sampaio, 2014; Medrano, Rauh, & Rahman, 2013; Sampaio, 2015; Folgado, Lemmin, & Sampaio, 2015). It has been shown that some situational variables have a great importance on the final outcome of professional soccer games (García-Rubio et al., 2015; Gómez, Lago-Perlas, & Pollard, 2013; Liu, Hopkins, & Gómez, 2015), and also on some other team sports like basketball (García, Ibáñez, Gómez, & Sampaio, 2014; Gómez, Lorenzo, Ibáñez, & Sampaio, 2013) or handball (Prieto, Gómez, & Sampaio, 2016). Therefore, it is very important to start a line of research that analyses how performance indicators (sleat, O’Donoghue, Hughes, & Bezodis, 2016), they can produce (Kristenson et al., 2015; van den Eijnde, Peppelman, Lamers, van de Kerkhof, & van Erp, 2014), the technical-tactical performance indicators (Sleat, O’Donoghue, Hughes, & Bezodis, 2016), but, as far as we know, not in the overall performance.

Performance indicators research’s results transference is more relevant when it can be applied to the same populations in which they have been investigated. Their use on other ages and genders are yet to be proven. Drust (2010) indicates that some of the limitations on performance-tactical-technical indicators/markers (notational analysis) are the amount and diversity of research data to predict performance. Therefore, it is very important to start a line of research that analyses how performance indicators behave on different contexts, like young sportmen populations. Specifically, the study of situational variables in U’18 soccer performance. For this research the hypothesis are. I) the importance of the game location, the effect of scoring the first goal, the quality of the rival team, number of substitutions and the amount of cards in the match’s final score and the final team standings; and II) the importance of these variables on the final score will be different according to the match location. Therefore, the study’s objective is double: Analyze the effects of situational variables on the game’s final score and final team standings, and to compare the effects of situational variables on the match’s final score according to the game location.
Method

This research’s design is classified as an empiric study with quantitative methodology, specifically, is a descriptive study through an arbitrary observation code. It is a natural and ex post facto study, since the research is being done in the habitual context in which the phenomenon happens, and the researcher doesn’t intervene on what he sees (Montero & León, 2007). This research would be empiric, with a descriptive and observational strategy and a multidimensional nomothetic following design (IV quadrant) (Ato, López, & Benavente, 2013).

Sample. The sample was composed by all the 2014-2015 season games of a regular regional U’18 soccer league. The competition consists of 12 teams that played two full rounds, with 132 games in total. The data was extracted from the leagues official website (http://www.fedofutbol.com).

Variables. The analyzed variables were: I) score difference: victory, draw or defeat according to the goal difference between both teams; II) final team standings from 1 to 12; III) game location: if the team plays home (coded as 0) or away (coded as 1); IV) scoring first: it was used as a dummy variable, where 0 is not scoring first and 1 is scoring first; V) results: is the number of cards each team gets by game; VI) substitutions: the number of substitutions that each team does by game; VII) rival team quality: is the calculation of the difference between the teams’ league standings every week during the present season; and finally, VIII) field surface: if the team plays on the same field ($) or a different field field (0) (drink, grass, or artificial grass).

Statistical analysis. First of all, a descriptive analysis of the situational variables’ effect on the outcome of the game through frequencies and percentages. Finally, to check the influence of every single one of those situational variables, both on the game’s outcome and the weekly and final standings, a linear regression was made following this next model:

\[ M0 = \beta1 + \beta2 \cdot SF + \beta3 \cdot ML + \beta4 \cdot Q0 + \beta5 \cdot S + \beta6 \cdot C + \beta5 \cdot GFS + \varepsilon \]

where: MO= Match Outcome; FLS= Final League Standings; SF = Scoring First, ML= Match Location, QO= Quality of Opposition; S= Substitutions; C= Cards; and GFS= Game-Field Surface.

In the final league standings regression, the rival team quality predicting variable was based on the weekly standings, which is a more trustworthy indicator of the team’s form for each game. In the match outcome regression, rival team quality was calculated from the league’s final standings. The Durbin-Watson statistical was used to check the independence of the model’s residues. Furthermore, data was controlled looking for collinearity. A second linear regression was made for the final match outcome on home and away games. In both linear regressions the same variables were used (except field surface, since teams playing home always do it on their field). The used model is the following:

\[ M0 = \beta1 + \beta2 \cdot SF + \beta3 \cdot Q0 + \beta5 \cdot S + \beta6 \cdot C + \beta5 \cdot GFS + \varepsilon \]

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 22.0 for Windows (Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical significance was set at p<.05.

Results

The descriptive statistics and percentages of every game played during regular season, according to the match outcome and game location, can be seen on table 1. The home teams, when they win, score the first goal on the 79.4% of the times, they make more substitutions (67.3%) and receive less cards than the opposite team (66.7%). When home teams don’t score the first goal, winning chances drop a 21.7%. If the away teams score the first goal, they win 63.3% of their games, they do more substitutions when they lose or tie, and get less cards. If the home teams don’t score the first goal, they just win 21.7% of their games.

Table 2 shows the results of linear regressions when the outcome of the match and final standings are predicted. These regressions explain the 45% of the variance for the final match outcome and final league standings. Equations, with the B-values explaining the contribution of every variable (medium change in the dependent variable for each unit of change in predicting variables), are the following:

\[ M0 = -2.02 \cdot SF + (3.01 \cdot SF) + (1.53 \cdot ML) + (0.26 \cdot Q0) + (2.90 \cdot S) + (2.7 \cdot C) + (0.40 \cdot GFS) + \varepsilon \]

\[ MFLS = 8.48 + (-0.50 \cdot SF) + (0.66 \cdot ML) + (4.0 \cdot Q0) + (-3.7 \cdot S) + (-0.01 \cdot C) + (1.14 \cdot GFS) + \varepsilon \]

In the final outcome of every game, scoring first, game location and number of substitutions are found to be significant variables with positive values, and the rival’s quality and the amounts of cards with negative values (Table 2). If the team scores first, plays home, and does more substitutions, the final goal score difference is increased. In addition, if the quality of the rival team is lower, and gets less cards than the opposition, the goal difference keeps growing. On the other hand, when studying the final league standings, it is shown that scoring first and a higher number of substitutions will improve the team’s final standings.

Likewise, the rival’s quality has a prediction effect on the final standings, the less quality of the rival team, the better the standings. Addressing the standardized α coefficients (relative importance of each variable information), scoring first is the most important variable for the outcome of the game, meanwhile the quality of the opposition is the most relevant variable on the final league standings.

In the competition study according to the game location, the influence of situational variables is similar to the ones found through the entire competition. Scoring first is important for the game’s final outcome, but its importance is higher when playing away. The rival team’s quality also predicts the final outcome. In this case, when playing away, is better when the difference between the teams is less. Finally, the amount of cards has a negative influence on the match outcome on home teams, meanwhile it doesn’t influence the final score on away teams (Table 3). On the other hand, standardized α coefficients show that the rival team’s quality is the most important variable while playing home, whereas, while playing away, the most important variable is scoring first.
Discussion

The goal of this study was to analyze the effect of situational variables on the performance in U’18 soccer. The absence of scientific literature that analyzes the sport performance indicators in training periods causes the need of a double effort in the results discussion. In one hand, analyzing the results in the studied competition context, and on the other hand, contrasting them with high-level competition.

The results reveal the importance of the game’s location, scoring first, opponent’s quality, substitutions and cards have on the final outcome of the match, while in the final league standings, the linear regression highlights the importance of scoring the first goal, rival team’s quality and substitutions.

Scoring the first goal is the strongest predictor on the result in any produced model. Sports where the final score is low, like soccer or ice hockey, show the importance of scoring the first goal (García-Rubio et al., 2015; Jones, 2009; Lago, 2005). In the four most important soccer leagues in Europe, the number of goals per game is just 2.66 (Anderson & Sally, 2013), increasing the relevance of scoring first. The analyzed competition, the number of goals per game is 7.24, a considerable amount. Even so, the importance of the first goal is as relevant as it is on professional competition. Scoring first has a direct impact on teams’ behavior, since teams play differently according to the score. Teams who are ahead in the score, play a more conservative soccer game, preventing the scoring opportunities of the rival team (Lago, 2009), which reduce the amount of shots (Taylor, Mellalicu, James, & Shearer, 2008). In fact, teams that score first show the same performance indicators profile (shots on target, shots off target, corner kicks ...) as the winning teams (García-Rubio et al., 2015; Lago-Peñas & Lago-Ballesteros, 2011). On the other hand, even though the low attendance to this kind of competitions could make it appear as if the game’s location isn’t as important as in other competitions, it has been found that, in this competition, it is a strong predictor on the final match outcome (Taylor et al., 2008). Scoring first makes that the local fans get encouraged and their support has a positive impact on the home team, meanwhile the effect is negative on the away team’s players (Courneya, 1990). Besides, playing home makes the home team’s players experience a territorial reaction, of defense of their territory (Pollard & Gómez, 2009).

The opponent’s quality is another one of the performance predictor situational variables, both in the outcome of the game, when they play home or away, as in the final league standings. In the high-performance soccer, the opposed team’s quality has a significant value but with low impact (García-Rubio et al., 2015), while in this competition it has a more important value. It has been established that the joint effect of other situational variables, such as the game’s location and the effect of scoring first, can soften the effect of the opponent team’s quality in high level leagues (Lago-Peñas & Lago-Ballesteros, 2011). The results on these study show, that on underage leagues, the rival team’s quality has an important effect on the performance, regardless of the interactive effect of the other situational variables.

Finally, results reveal the importance of the number of substitutions on the outcome of the match and in the final league standings. Players that enter the game field during the match, regardless of whether it is an early or a late substitution, increase the distance covered at high intensity in a 15% (Bradley & Noakes, 2013), especially if they are midfielders (Carling, Espí, Le Gall, Bloomfield, & Jullien, 2010). It has been proved that covered distance prior a goal in high intensity efforts is increased in the scoring team, highlighting the importance of substitution to maintain a high fitness level on the players (Hinojosa & Castellano, 2017)

Moreover, the amount of cards is a negative predictor on the outcome of the game, and in the home played games. Teams that are sanctioned with a sendoff due to cards, suffer a decrease in the amount of goals and in the final match outcome as of the punishment (Bar-Eli et al., 2006). Teams will suffer a performance decline when a player is send off. In addition, players that are booked, experiment a decrease in their performance due to the chance of another yellow card that would led to a sendoff, not only from that game, but from the next one that carries the sendoff sanction. This makes cards predictors of the game’s outcome.

The game-field surface has not been expressed as a situational variable that condition the outcome of the match. There are no studies with qualified samples that show incidence of this variable on the overall performance. There are difference in some of the performance indicators in different studies. In harder surfaces more passes happen, meanwhile in softer surfaces more aerial situations occur (Sleat et al., 2016). Furthermore, differences between the number of passes and sliding tackles have been found between natural and artificial grass (Andersson, Ekblom, & Krustrup, 2008). The results show that the game-field surface influence the team’s playstyle, but, it has been found also, that the possession based playstyle has more relation with success (Kempe, Vogelbein, Memmert, & Nopp, 2014), most goals are scored after a sequence of at least three passes (Reep & Benjamin, 1968).

Finally, results highlight the importance of situational variables on the performance in youth soccer. Scoring first, the opponent’s quality and the amount of cards are variables that affect and stress players, especially during adolescence (Reeves, Nicholls, & McKenna, 2009). Results show that the impact of these variables is more important than in professional leagues. This might be because when clubs do the players selection for the youth categories they focus more on technical, tactical and physiological aspects rather than the psychological aspects (Huijgen, Ellenrijk-Gemser, Lemmink, & Visscher, 2014). Then, when they face an adverse situation, is harder to get a favorable result.

Conclusions

This paper shows the interactive effects of the situational variables on youth soccer, scoring first, game’s location, the opponent’s quality, substitutions and cards. Home teams, that score first, with a better weekly standings, and that make more substitutions, have more chances of winning the game. These results help trainers to prepare different strategies according to the competition’s stage, adapting the team’s needs to the specific context. In order to do that, trainers could design training scenarios where they start with a goal against or in favor, with more or less booked players, situations that in the quality of the teams, for that task, are uneven, or the conjunction of multiple scenarios at the time. Finally it is very important to keep developing an investigation line that analyses the performance indicators on different populations, contexts and genders than the high performance male competitions, so their results have a larger applicability and transference.
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